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ABSTRACT

Increasing the playback speed of lecture videos is a common
technique to shorten watching time. This creates challenges
when part of the lecture becomes too fast to be discernible,
even if the overall playback speed is acceptable. In this paper,
we present a speed-up system that preserves lecture clearness
in high playback rate. A user test was conducted to evaluate
the system. The result indicates that our system significantly
improves user’s comprehension level.
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Figure 1. An audio sample processed by Speeda. Top to bottom: The
original audio signal; instantaneous syllable density; speed-up ratio of
each clip. Note that the speed-up ratio is calculated inversely proportional to the speaking rate, which is indicated by syllable density.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing popularity of Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) has resulted in a variety of user behaviors intended
to boost study efficiency. Using higher playback speed is a
common technique to save precious watching time, as long
as the overall lecture remains understandable. However, due
to fluctuating speaking rate, sometimes it becomes impossible to understand video segments where the speaker talks fast.
Also, there exists room to accelerate video segments with little information (e.g. long pauses) to further save time. These
problems inevitably lower both study efficiency and quality.

That is, video segments with few syllables should be accelerated more, and vice versa. Consequently, playback time can
be minimized while the lecture remains clear enough to understand.
We introduce Speeda, a video speed-up system that implements this concept. With wide adoption of MOOC videos,
Speeda is able to save large amount of learning time and boost
learning quality simultaneously.

Several works focused on video and audio summarization [1]
[5], using techniques including time compression and pause
reduction. However, crucial information may be missing in
video summaries, making the lecture inconsistent. SmartPlayer [2] achieved adaptive video fast-forward based on the
complexity of current scene and predefined semantic events.
In this manner, users were able to scan through video faster
without missing areas of interest. While the work considered
video complexity, it did not exploit speech features, which
rendered the lecture impossible to listen.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

To ensure every part of the video is discernible, the speed-up
ratio is made inversely proportional to the syllable density.
See Figure 2 for architecture of Speeda, which we explain
below.
First, syllables detected by Harma’s method [4] are used for
segmentation, generating lots of clips. There are two kinds of
clip, where a segment contains several syllables, and a pause
has none. For every segment, the speed-up ratio is determined
by its average syllable density as follows:

In this paper, we propose that the playback speed should be
dynamically adjusted based on instantaneous syllable density.

speedup ratio = desired speed ×
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segment’s syllable density
.
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All pauses are sped up to have 0.2 seconds, which is short
but good enough for breaking in sentences. Now the speedup ratio of all segments and pauses are determined, we speed
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Figure 2. The Speeda system. Given the desired speed, Speeda calculates each clip’s speed-up ratio and accelerates the video accordingly.

still stressful, as suggested by some feedback. This can be expected, given that the lecture time is drastically compressed.
It thus highlights the potential to explore how to pause lectures adaptive to its context.

up each clip accordingly by Pitch Synchronous Overlap and
Add (PSOLA) [3], a time stretching technique that changes
speed of an audio signal without affecting its pitch. We then
concatenate all the clips to generate the output video. Figure
1 gives an example of a 10-second speech sample processed
by Speeda.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a speed-up system that plays lecture fast and clear, by using syllable density to dynamically
determine the speed-up ratio. We believe that the proposed
system has several strengths. First, fast spoken parts are
slowed down, greatly boosting learning quality. Second,
slowly spoken parts are accelerated even more, saving precious watching time. Lastly, as shown by a user study, Speeda
significantly enhanced user’s comprehension level.

EVALUATION AND RESULT

Our research question was whether video generated by
Speeda improves user’s comprehension level compared to
normal speed-up video of the same length. To answer the
question, we picked a TED talk video no participant has
watched before. The talk was about ethics, reducing the bias
of participant’s prior knowledge. Both the standard 2x speedup version and an Speeda version were generated and had
the same length. Lasecki et al. [6] used comprehension test
to evaluate the impact of various video caption systems on
students’ comprehension level. Similar method was adopted
here to evaluate Speeda.
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